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0. Introduction 
If R is a commutative ring, a commutative finitely generated, augmened 
R-algebra A is called projective if there exists an algebra B such that 
A@R B=R[[x,, . . . . XJ , a polynomial ring over R. Tensor product defines an oper- 
ation 1 on the category PA(R) of projective R-algebras. The &groups defined by 
this category are denoted by KAi(R) for i := 0, 1 [ 1, p. 344 and 2, p. 2X4] . The 
categoryP(R) of finitely generated projective R-modulus with 1 operation given by 
@, defines the classical K-groups Ki(R) [ 1, 5, and 61. If P is a projective R-module, 
the symmetric algebra S(P) is a projective R-algebra, and if A is a projective 
R-algebra with augmentation ideal I, then S(A) = I/I2 is a projective R module. 
These operations define natural transformations S : KLR) -5 k+(R) and 
S : ICAl(R) 4 Ki(R) with the property that SS : Ki + Ki is the identity. 
Denote by Y’i : R [x] + R the retraction defined by x = i for i = 0 or 1. Let 
KA,(xR [x] ) denote the kernel of i?$ : KA,(R [x] ) + KAi(R). The purpose of this 
paper is to prove the following: 
Theorem. If R is a regular domain, the sequence KA,(xR [x] ) TT, K Ai _!_+ 
KJR) + 0 is exact for i =: 0, 1. 
Corollary. For i = 0 or 1, the following are equi?aIen t: 
(1) If R is a regular dowah, 3 : KAXR) = Ki(R). 
(2) Ij’R is a regular domain, KAi(R) * KAi(R [x] ). 
Proof of Corollary. If (2) is true then KA,jxR [x] ) = 0 and (1) follows from the 
theorem. Now suppose (1) is true and R is a regular domain. It is classical &hat R [x] 
is also a regular dornain and also that KXR) = KJR [x] ) (for regular r:ngs, see [ 1, 
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pp. 122,634,646 or 6, pp. 125,224] ). Now (2) follows from the diagram 
Q(R) a K,(R) 
I 
(2 
Mi(R [Xl ) = &(R [xl I* 
The author expresses his sincere gratitude to David Wright for his assistance. 
1. Notation and observations 
This paper is a continu itron of [2], and uses the notation and conventions 
established there. All ring; and algebras are commutative. The set of augmentation 
preserving R-algebra endomorphisms onR [xl , . . . . xn] is denoted by End,(R) and 
the subset of automorphisms byAut,(R). Any fE End,(R) is determined by a 
vector (q, u2, ..,, un) where (x# = LQ E (R [xl, . . . . xn] )o = 
{u E R [xl, . . . . xrl] : ~(0, . . . . 0) = 0). IfgE End,(R) is given by the vector 
(q, r-9, -**7 v,), then (Xi)& = u~{v~, ~2: . . . . v,,). If fE End,(R), the Jacobian 
Jcf) = (aUi/aXj) E Mn(R [Xi 9 .a., x,]), the 12 X n matrix ring over R [x1, . . . . x,,] . 
The results of this paper follow fI_om_the development of the function X defined 
below. Also defined is the function X. X is not used in this paper, but nevertheless 
its definition properly belongs here. 
Definition. X : (R [x 1, l --v xn])o + (R [x] [xl 3 l -*v Xn] )o alld 
i: R [x1, . . . . x,1] + R [x] [xl 9 **-, Xn] 
are the R-module homomorphisms defined as follows: If xi91 . . . $r” = w is a 
monomial of degree t = tl + t2 + . . . t,, then Xw = x t-1 w and Xw = &v. The fol- 
lowing observations are elementary. 
(1) X and X are injective. 
(2) X commutes with composition, i.e., if u E (R [xl, . . . . .xm])O and 
Vi E (RIx~, -n-y Xn])o for i = 1, . . . . 111, then X(tl(v1, ~2, . . . . v,J) = (XU)(XV~, XV,, . . . . XV,). 
(3) X commutes with multiplication, i.e., X is an algebra homomorphism. 
(4) a(*YU)/aXi= x(aUl3Xi). 
Now the definition of X and 2 will be extended to endomorphisms. 
Definition. X : End,(R) + End,,(R [xl) and 
X: M,,(R [x1 9 ***y Xn] ) + IM,,(R [x] [-YIP ***, Xn] ) 
are defined as follows: It f’E End,,(R) is given by the vector (uL, 242, . .. . un) then Xf 
is given by the vector (Xul, Xu2, . . . . 
(XUij)- 
Xtr,,). If (tlij) is a matrix, X<Uij) is the matrix 
Fact 1. X ard X are irljcciive. 
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Fact 2. x commutes with composition, i.e., Xug) = (Xf)(Xg). If f e Au t “(R) then 
Xf E Autn(R[i]) because (Xfl(Xf -‘) = Xcff -I) = X(ld) = Id. 
Tlzus X : Aut,(R) * Aut,(R 1x1) is a group homomorphism. 
Fact 3. x is a ring homomorphism. 
x : ql(Jgx~, . . . . Xn]) + Gln(R(X] [xl* --*y x, ] ) is a group homomorphism. 
Fact 4. J(Xfi = XJGf). 
Proof. The facts are obvious except for Fact 2. Fact 2 may be seen by proving ob- 
servation 2above, however, here is a better approach due to David Wright. Any 
f 1: End,(R) is given by a vector (ul, . . . . un) and this vector defines an element 
(also calledj) in End,(R[x]) and also in EndJR[x,xB1]). IfxE End,,(R[x.x--I]) 
is given by the vector (xxi, xx2, . . . . xx,), then A’f = x-lfx, and since conjugation 
commutes with composition, this proves Fact 2. 
The horn X: Aut,(R) + Aut,(R [xl) has a retraction defined by setting x = I, 
i.e., TtX = Id. However, X followed by x = 0 simply gives the linear part of an 
automorphism. The proof of the main theorem follows from these divergent prop- 
erties of X. The case i = 1 is straightforward, while the case i = 0 is more delicate. 
2. The proof for i = 1 
Theorem. if R is a regzdai domain, the sequence KAl(xR [x] ) ZL KAt (I?)% 
K 1 (R) -+ 0 is exact. 
Proof. It follows from the fact that ,? is a functor that the diagram 
is commutative for i = 0, 1. Since KfxR [x] ) = 0 when R is regular, the composition 
S, T; = 0. 
Now suppose f E AutJR) represents an element in the kernel of s : KAt(R) -+ K!(R) 
and show it is in the image of T;. Since SW> is given by the linear part of.L it may be 
assumed that its linear part is the identity, i.e., f is given by (rq, . . . . un) where 
u - = xi + Wi and wi is the SUITI of forms of degree 2 2. NOW XUi = xi + x (something) 
ahd thus Xf goes to the identity when x goes to 0. i.e., (Xf) E KA&xR [xl). Since 
Tr(Xf) = f, the sequence is’exact. 
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3. The construction of XA 
Suppose R is a domain and A is a projective R-algebra, A @B = R [XI, l ., Xn] . The 
purpose of this section is to construct an R [x] -algebra XA with the following prop- 
erties: 
(i) XA GQ x] XB = R [x] [xl, ..*, 
(ii) Z’r(X.A\ = XA/(x - 
xn] and thus XA is a projective R [x] -algebra. 
1)XA is isomorphic to A. 
(iii) T;(XA) = XA/xU is isomorphic to the symmetric algebra over 1/12, i.e., 
T;( XA) = S@(A)). 
Let 7c : R [xl, . . . . xn] + P [x1, . . . . xn] be the retraction onto A whose kernel is 
generated by the augmen :arion ideal of B, and let nl be the retraction onto B. Now 
IT and nl are given by vet iors (~1, . . . . u,,) and (ul, . . . . u,,) and so A and B are gener- 
ated by the Ui and Ui respectively. Define X2I as the R [x] subalgebra of 
R[x] [+ . . . . xn] generalted by the XUi and XB as that generated by the Xvi. Now 
Xn:R[x] [x1, . . ..xJ +R[x] [xl, 
(Iun)(Xn) = (X9) = x 
. . . . xn] is a retraction because 
n and its image is generated by the XUi. Thus Xn and Xnl are 
retractions onto XA and XB. 
Proof of Property (i). There is a natural horn of R [x] -algebras 
a: XAaRixl XB+R[x] [x1, . . . . xJ defined by Q@ @ b) = ab, and it will be shown 
that this is an isomorphism. 
Step 1. QL is OFI 90. 
Since A sB = R[x,, . . . . x,,] ,3 polynomials pi such that p,{ul, . . . . u,, ~1, . . . . vn) = xI. 
Since Xi = Xxi = (Xpi)(XU 1) L.., XU,, XU,, . . . . XU,), it follows that {XUi, Xvi} gentx- 
ates R [x] [x1, . . . . x,,]., i.e., that a is onto. 
Step 2. XA B XB is a domain. 
For the moment, consider XB as a retract of R [x] lyl, . . . . y,J . Then XA 60 XB is 
a retract of R [x] [xl, . . . . xn] aRix] R [x] bl, . . . . y,J which is a polynomial rin;:; 
over a domain, and thus a domain. 
If QJ is not manic, its kernel is a non-zero prime ideal, and this ideal remains non- 
zero after localization in any multiplicative set in R or R [x] . Thus it may be assumed 
that R is a field. Let &-I) = Krull dim A = transcendence degree of A [3,4] . Then 
d(A) + d(B) = 11 because if aI, a2, . . . . a, and b,, b2, . . . . b, are transcendence bases 
for A and B respectillely, then R [xl, . . . . x,J is algebraic over R [al, . . . . a,, b,, . . . . b,] . 
Also this set is algebraic 2; independent because R [al, . . . . a,l ~9 R [bl, . . . . b,] + A @B 
is manic because R is a field. Thus {ai, bi } is a transcendence basis for R [x1, . . . . xn] . 
SW;? 3. 
!xt S = iR [x] - 0). Then d(S-’ XA) = Krull dim (s-‘XA) = transcendence 
deg~ cLY1 XA over the field E(x). is less than or equal to d(A). 
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Proof. The Ui contain a transcendence basis for A, so suppose ul, u2, . . . . us is such a 
basis. Then ifs = d(A) < i G n, 3 a non-zero polynomial p with p&, u2, . . . . us, Ui) = 0. 
Then (Xp)(Xq, Xq, . . . . XU,, XUi) = 0 and thus d(s-’ XA) G &I. 
Step 4. Q1 is morzic. 
Show that 3-*(XA) @R(x) 3_1(XB) + R(x)[+ . . . . Xn] is manic. The dimension 
on the left is I.‘[S-~(XA)) + d(S-‘(XB)) G d(A) + d(B) = rz. Since QI is onto and the 
dimensio!r of its image is n, at must be manic. 
Proof of Property (ii). Properties (ii) and (iii) will follow from the observation that 
retraction commutes with change of base ring. Let 7’ : k -+ k’ be a homomorphism 
between commutative rings k and k’, and n : k[+ . . ..x.,] -+ k[+ . . ..x.] be a re- 
traction onto a subalgebra C. Thus (ker n) @ C = k [x1, . ..* xn] and 71 is the projec- 
tion onto C. Then ((ker n ak’) @(Csk’) = k[xl, . . ..x.J ~9 k’ and fl @Id is the pro- 
jection on C@ k’. If m is given by the vector (cl, . . . . cn) then 7~ 3 Id is given by the 
vector (q 8 1, . . . . c, CD 1). Finally we have the following: 
Observation. C 8 k’ is isomorphic to the subalgebra of k’ [x 1, . . . , x,, ] = 
k[q, . ..p XJ cs k’ generated by the Ci ~9 1. 
To apply this observation to XA, let k = R [x] , k’ = .R and Tl = T : R [x) -+ R 
given by x = 1. Then T,*(XA) = XA @R lx1 R is isomorpmc to the subalgebra ot 
R[q, . . . . x,,] generated by the XUi @ 1, i.e., the Xiii evaluated at x = 1. However, 
these are simply the tdi, and thus Ti(XA) z A. 
Proof of Property (iii). Using the above observation in the same manner, 7-$(XAj is 
isomorphic to the subalgebra of R [x1,x2, . . . . xn] generated by the XLfi evaluated at 
X = 0. Let Ui =Ui 1x1 + . . . ai ,,x, + Wi where Wi is the sum of forms of degree 2 2. 
NOW XUi evaluated at x = 0 is simply ai, lxi + . . . ai, ,l~,, . 
_The matrix (aii) gives an idempotent transformation (aij) : Rn -+ E” and its image 
is 3(A) = 1/12, a projective R-module [7, p. 151. Thus TG(XA) =Z S(3A ), the sym- 
metric algebra of the projective module generated by the rows of (aij). 
4. The proof for i = 0 
Theorem. If R is a regular donzairz, the seyueuce KA&R [x] ) -‘L KA,,W 5 
&-,(R) - 0 is exact. 
Proof. It follows as in the case for i = 1 that the composition FTT = 0 (see Section 2). 
It must be shown that ker SC image Ti. It sufficies to consider a pro.jeotive R algebra 
A with $4) 7 a free R-module and show there exists a projective R [s] -algebra XA 
such that T;(XAj a polynomial ring over R [xl . This follow5 immediately from 
Section 3. 
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5. Comment 
If R is a commutative ring, it is unknown whether or not KA#) and K,(R) are 
isomorphic. Even if R is a field, nothing is known about KA,(R) except hat it con- 
tains Ki(R) as a summand. This paper shows merely that, in the K-theory of algebras, 
the question of invariance under polynomial extension is crucial. 
Question. If R is a regular I.Iomain, is KA#?) a KAl(R [x] )? 
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